
Email briefing for MSPs – Museum of empire, colonialism, slavery and migration 
 
The following text was sent by email from Jatin Haria, Executive Director of the 
Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights (CRER), to MSPs expressing an interest in 
museum development following Motion S5M-22004.2: Showing Solidarity with Anti-
Racism, lodged by Patrick Harvie MSP on 09/06/2020. 
 
It was intended to provide information ahead of a parliamentary debate on Stuart 
McMillan’s subsequent Motion S5M-22614: Museum for Human Rights, lodged on 
03/09/2020. 
 
 
Subject: Standing in Solidarity with Anti-Racism - Call for a National Museum of 
empire, colonialism, slavery and migration. 
 
I’m writing to you in relation to your support for the need for a national museum 
exploring Scotland’s history in regard to empire, colonialism, slavery and migration.   
 
Following June's parliamentary motion on ‘Standing in Solidarity with Anti-Racism’, 
the call for the establishment of a ‘slavery museum’ in the amendment put forward 
by Patrick Harvie and the subsequent debate, CRER was delighted to see widespread 
support for this agenda in the Scottish Parliament. We further note the Member's 
Debate due to take place tomorrow calling for a Museum for Human Rights. 
 
I wanted to reach out personally with some further information on the long-running 
campaign and development work carried forward by CRER and others, and our views 
on the future direction of this work. 
 
As you may know, CRER was the first organisation to begin co-ordinating Black 
History Month events in Scotland in 2001, drawing on previous efforts of others to 
develop a UK specific version of this in London.   
 
We followed this with a programme of work exploring Glasgow’s links to the 
transatlantic slave trade, beginning with walking tours, and exhibition and the book It 
Wisnae Us, authored for CRER by Dr. Stephen Mullen. This programme of work 
continues to this day, with the exhibition in rotation around various venues, walking 
tours carried out regularly and considerable and on-going interest in It Wisnae Us.  
 
Meanwhile, Black History Month has grown from a tiny number of local events to a 
huge programme of events across the country. We co-ordinate the annual 
programme with a very modest budget, kindly provided by Glasgow City Council, and 
are finalising the 2020 (on-line) Programme as we speak. 
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The backdrop to this activity has always been a desire to find a coherent, 
comprehensive way of telling these stories. We believe that Scotland needs a 
meaningful and engaging platform through which education, curiosity and reflection 
on our past can be satisfied. Cities like Liverpool, London and Bristol have found a 
way to address this through dedicated spaces - museums, archives and learning 
centres.   
 
After many years of discussion and debate with like-minded organisations and 
individuals, we announced our Museum Campaign at the launch of Black History 
Month 2017. A committee co-chaired by CRER and Glasgow City Council was 
convened, comprising of people with lived experience and professional expertise. 
The committee has been meeting regularly over the past two years, working on its 
first fact-finding phase of work which has included visits to museums exploring Black 
History across the UK and USA. This work has secured support and expertise from 
colleagues in the National Museum of African American History and Culture (part of 
the Smithsonian Institute) and Brown University in the USA, Dr. Richard Benjamin 
from the International Slavery Museum in Liverpool, Professor Sir Geoff Palmer and 
many others.   
 
Closer to home, we’ve also been involved in the work being undertaken by the 
Hunterian to better reflect this history in its own collections and are supporting their 
efforts to facilitate inclusive ways of interpreting contested collections that are 
sensitive. This was referenced by Christina McKelvie during the Parliamentary 
debate, and is a welcome addition to the existing conversation on illuminating these 
hidden histories. We have also provided advice and support in this area to National 
Museums Scotland, the Museum of Childhood, Glasgow Life’s many museum 
facilities, David Livingstone Centre, National Library of Scotland, Paisley Museum, 
and the National Portrait Gallery, and are currently working with Historic 
Environment Scotland in addressing their representation of Scotland’s built 
environment.   
 
We have made some first steps towards curating this history with the development 
of the virtual Empire Museum (http://empiremuseum.scot/) which remains a work in 
progress due to lack of funding for development.  
 
Our vision is that, within the next decade, Scotland will have its own museum of 
empire, slavery, colonialism and migration. Combining interactive exhibition spaces 
with an archive and learning centre, the educational benefits alone will be 
immeasurable. 
 
The next phase planned by the Museum Campaign is scoping, as reflected in our 
recent letter to Nicola Sturgeon featuring five immediate actions for racial equality in 
Scotland. We have asked the Scottish Government to undertake the following: 



‘Working with the existing group co-chaired by CRER and Glasgow City Council, fund 
a scoping study for the establishment of a national museum dedicated to illuminating 
Scotland’s role in empire, colonialism, slavery and migration.’ The results of our fact-
finding so far suggest that innovative approaches may be needed to ensure success, 
and we would seek to look beyond the usual processes and mechanisms in 
commissioning scoping.  
 
The Programme for Government published earlier this month set out plans for an 
independent expert group to make recommendations on how Scotland’s existing and 
future museum collections can better recognise and represent a more accurate 
portrayal of Scotland’s colonial and slavery history. We hope that the setting up of 
this group is not an alternative to the unanimous call from Parliament for a dedicated 
museum. 
 
Stuart McMillan's motion for debate tomorrow notes that 'there are various 
locations across Scotland whose history in the slave trade would merit consideration 
for such a facility' but then opts for Inverclyde. We believe that the location of the 
proposed museum should instead be considered as part of the scoping study we 
have outlined above. 
 
Following scoping, we anticipate the need for significant business planning, 
fundraising and development. Community involvement and participation will be 
crucial to ensure the context and content of the museum credibly reflects the lives, 
origins and experiences of Black and minority ethnic people in Scotland.   
 
Support from political and institutional allies will also be crucial in securing the 
practical resources needed to move forward. We hope that you’ll join us on this 
journey, and we would welcome the opportunity to meet with you for an initial 
discussion in the next few weeks or so. 
 
With regards, 
 
Jatin 
 
  
 
Jatin Haria 
Executive Director 
Coalition for Racial Equality and Rights 
8 John Street Glasgow G1 1JQ 
 


